
"Human Act Prize" is an annual award honoring individuals and organizations that

have made positive contributions to society through prestigious community

initiatives and projects, bringing long-term and sustainable effects. The award is

organized by Nhan Dan Newspaper, with the direction of the Ministry of Labor, War

Invalids and Social Affairs, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, and

the Ministry of Science and Technology.

Gala awards "Human Act Prize - Community Action Prize".

Awarded Community Action Awards to 28
excellent projects and ideas
Monday December 11, 2023 17:43 (GMT+7)

(PLVN) - At the "Human Act Prize" Gala awarding ceremony, which took

place on the evening of December 11, 28 excellent projects and initiatives

were honored, honoring pioneering achievements in the field. a

challenging but very meaningful journey to bring long-term and

sustainable effects to the community.



Mr. Le Quoc Minh, Member of the Party Central Committee, Editor-in-Chief of Nhan

Dan Newspaper, Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department, Chairman

of the Vietnam Journalists Association, Head of the Award Organizing Committee

said: "Out of nearly 130 applications, Exam entries sent back, there are many

individuals, organizations, and units that started their journey quietly several

decades ago. They work, test and adjust, and worry about ways to improve their

programs/projects to become more systematic and professional, to create even

stronger impacts, thereby bringing many changes to an area, or simply helping

individual lives. Their concern, steadfast belief and enthusiasm are endless

inspiration for us - the organizers of the award."

The submissions for the award cover many areas of life, from macro to micro.

Besides projects from domestic individuals and businesses, there are also many

projects from international organizations.

From the 35 project profiles that entered the Final Round, the Jury selected the

best projects to award prizes. The Human Act Prize's award categories are

evaluated based on criteria that ensure impact, sustainability, commitment,

creativity and community spread.

Many touching and meaningful stories were shared at the awards Gala.

Specifically, the Human Act Prize 2023 award categories with the theme "Pioneer

Imprint" include: The Community Idea Award category honors 3 projects: "Medicine



cabinet for children" of Genestory Joint Stock Company; "Supporting cancer

patients" by the Community Medicine Organization; "Stories of eternal people" by

Ethnicity Vietnam.

The Timely Project Award category honored two projects: "Volunteer Social

Platform" of Military Commercial Joint Stock Bank (MBBank); Mini Tet Supermarket

0 VND" of Phu Nhuan Jewelry Joint Stock Company (PNJ).

The Promising Project Award category honors 4 projects: TokyoLife Angel of IntelLife

Joint Stock Company; TokyoLife Angel of IntelLife Joint Stock Company; Fly To Sky

charity group; MOMO piggy bank.

The Persistent Project Award category honors 4 projects: Stand Tall Vietnam Dairy

Fund (Vietnam Dairy Joint Stock Company); Connecting love with the Golden

Lotus (Vietnam Airlines); Hope Foundation; Turn off the lights and turn on ideas

(BOO Trading Joint Stock Company).

The Inspirational Project Award category honors 5 projects: Raising Children; Heart

for you; FAS Angel; Salt Cancer Initiative; LOAN Fund.

In particular, 5 excellent initiatives won the Human Act Prize: Vinamilk Pathways to

Dairy Net Zero Action Program (Vietnam Dairy Products Joint Stock Company); For

a better life (LOréal Vietnam); Action to overcome post-war landmine

consequences in Vietnam (Norwegian People's Aid (NPA) Vietnam); Changing the

nature of Vietnam's dairy industry on the basis of sustainable development, for

public health (TH Group Joint Stock Company). These are initiatives that bring

positive and sustainable contributions to the community.

At the awards Gala, many touching stories were shared by the awarded groups

and individuals. Valuable initiatives and ideas for the community and practical

lessons about project models have been stored on the Community Initiative

Library for all interested people who do not know how to do it or do not know how

to do it. Have ideas that can be consulted and learned.
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